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PRONUNCIATION IN BANFFSHIRE.
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over any object that interests them without feeling
that anybody is being bored, while they consider
the settlement of one disputed point or the finding
of two or three rare specimens sufficient reward for
all their exertions. As to membership, we have to
regret rather heavy losses. Four members have
left the district, three of them former presidents of
the Club. They are the Rev. George Sutherland,
Portsoy ; Mr Forbes, Macduff ; and Mr Farquhar,
Bracoden, all of whom did good work for the Club.
But though they have left the locality it does not
necessarily follow that they have altogether severed
connection with the Club, though we cannot expect
to have their presenoe at our meetings. We have
also lost one member by death. To balance these
losses, five new members have been proposed during
the year, and we have promise of a farther accession
during the coming session, so that our numbers
have been pretty well maintained, and on the whole
there seems good reason to anticipate that the
session about to be entered on will be a successful
one.
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The following letter was read from Dr Cramond,
Cullen, to Mr Yeats, the secretary :— 1 "Dear Sir,—I
beg to enclose a letter I have received from Professor Wright, Oxford, with copy of pamphlet
referred to. Dr Wright desires assistance for his
English Dialect Grammar,' now in preparation
after the completion of his great work, ' T h e
English Dialect Dictionary.'
This assistance
consists in giving the exact dialect pronunciation in
each county of England and Scotland of the list of
words on pp. 7 to 16 of the pamphlet.
" May I ask you to have the goodness to bring this
matter before the meeting of the Club to-morrow
night, and I trust the members will see their way
to uphold the credit of the county by combining in
this national work and enlisting others who may be
unconnected with the Club to furnish what is
desired.
" The Secretary of the Banffshire Field Club is one
of the most competent men in the county for this
important work, and I shall be glad to aid him and
others in carrying it out "
The letter referred to above was as follows :—
"Oxford, Nov. 15, 1903.-My dear Sir,—Many
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thanks for your very kind letter. I shall be very
thankful indeed if you can find me some competent
person to furnish the information required for
Banff. As your part of Scotland is extremely
important from a philological point of view, I am
very anxious that it should be strongly represented
in the Grammar. I enclose herewith a few copies
of the pamphlet, which you may find useful. I
remain, my dear Sir, yours very faithfully, J .
"Wright.—To W . Cramond, Esq., Cullen."
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PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS AND ELECTION OF
OFFICE-BEARERS.

Mr Grant, as retiring President, then delivered
the following address, the subject of which was
NOTES ON THE LITERATURE OF
BANFFSHIRE.

T h e literature of a county is an important part
of its full life history. I t cannot be justly estimated apart from the general literature and
history of the oountry. In this sense its study
is neither narrow nor parochial. On the other
hand, the restricted area of the county gives
scope for a minute specialisation, seldom possible
when the wider subjeot is under review.
Specialisation of this kind is seen carried to
greater lengths in the study of the literature of
a, single parish. The study of a county literature, therefore, combines the broad outlook with
the particularisation of the specialist.
The
dry-as-dust details of Banffshire literature when
estimated in the light of the historical and
literary movements of Scotland should gam an
ordered interest, and should in their turn illustrate the wider subject
Though restricted to Banffshire, our subject,
particularly on its specialised side, is much too
large for the compass of any single paper, My
treatment of it to-night must of necessity be very
inoomplete, even for t h e period it covers; and
much of it may happily be relegated to an
appendix, more suited for purposes of reference
than for consecutive reading. In carrying our
study into detail we are at once met with the
question—What is of local literature ?
Byron
has said :

